













































Culture : Moving from Debate to Dialogue（1998）の中で、ものごとをディベート的に対立した立場から























































































































★argument : a reasoned attempt to justify a conclusion（Trydy Govier, 1997）
★argument : a claim, together with one or more sets of reasons offered by someone to support that
claim（Ralph H. Johnson & J. Anthony Blair, 1997）
★argumentation : reason giving in communicative situations by people whose purpose is the



























































































































































Govier, Trudy A Practical Study of Argument 4th ed. Wadsworth 1997












柳田國男「日本農民史」『柳田國男全集 29』pp.231－332 筑摩書房 1999
A New Pradigm of Argumentation
: From Confrontational Argument to Dialogical Argument
Miyori NAKAZAWA
Confrontational argumentation has been a dominant mode of communication in western culture.
However, the findings of scientific research on the functions of the human brain make it clear that
confrontational situations inactivate the human rational thinking process. Based upon the theory of
emotional intelligence and the wisdoms of “hanashiai” tradition in Japanese culture, this essay proposes
a new mode of argumentation, named “dialogical argumentation” and elaborates on its theoretical
frameworks to maximize human rational thinking capability.
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